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FERDINAND GAJEWSKI

JESZCZE POLSKA NIB

ZGIN~LA:

THE APOTHEOSIS OF THE DJ\BROWSKI MAZURKA *

Mary DeLucia DeVido in memoriam

Among Polish symbols there is none to compare with the national
anthem itself, Jeszcze Polska nie zgin~la - so-called the D~browski
Mazurka.! Its opening lines, « Poland is not yet lost / So long as we
live », eloquently allude to the vanished glory of the nation and her
perennial aspiration for freedom. They speak a sentiment -deeply em
bedded in the Polish psyche. Little wonder these words have long been
the Pole's battle cry?
Thus Tadeusz, transported in the national epic to his boyhood home,
« Nawet stary stoj~cy zegar kurantowy / W drewnianej szafie poznal u
wniscia alkowy, / I z dziecinn~ radosci~ poci~gnal za sznurek, / By stary
D~browskiego uslyszyc mazurek [He saw the tall old clock he'd known
of yore / In wooden case beside the chamber door; / With childish
joy he pulled upon the string, / To hear D~browski's old mazurka
ring] ».3 Mickiewicz was not the only writer to exploit this powerful
symbol: references to the D~browski Mazurka are omnipresent in Polish
literature. Nor were musicians insensible to its possibilities.4
Among these, Karol Kurpinski printed in Warsaw, in 1821, a Fugue
* The discourse published here was presented in a public lecture at Bryn Mawr
College on March 28, 1990.
1 Mter General Jan Henryk D~browski, commander of Polish legions in Napoleon's
army, apostrophized in the refrain «Marsz, marsz, D~browski [ ... ] ».
2 The definitive study of ]eszcze Polska is D. WAWRZYKOWSKA-WIERCIOCHOWA,
Mazurek Dqbrowskiego: Dzieje polskiego hymnu narodowego [The Dqbrowski Mazurka:
A History of the Polish National Anthem], 3rd ed. Warsaw, Wydawnictwo Ministerstwa
Obrony Narodowej 1982.
3 A. MICKIEWICZ, Pan Tadeusz, ed. K. Gorski, Lwow, Wydawnictwo Zalcl:adu
Narodowego im. Ossolinskich, Preface dated 1931, pp. 46-47 (Bk. I, 11. 69-72).
4 Some musical compositions employing ]eszcze Polska are cited in WAWRZYKOWSKA
WIERCIOCHOWA, Mazurek cit., pp. 488-[489]. These include Liszt's Die Legende vom
heiligen Stanislaus, showing that eventually even non-Polish composers were to exploit
the D~browski Mazurka. (An orchestral interlude in Liszt's oratorio Stanislaus, published
separately and in piano arrangements under the title Salve Polonia, is in effect a rhapsodie
polonaise on the tunes Boie, cos Polskf [see note 9 below] and ]eszcze Polska nie zginfla.
]eszcze Polska is quoted in one of the polonaises of Stanislaus as well).
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et coda pour Ie piano-forte sur .le motif dJune chansonette des legions
polonaises en Italie (Jeszcze Polska nie zgin~la)
[1
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nie zgi-n~ - Ja_

(Jesz-cze Pol-ska

Kie-dy my

Zy -

je - my;]

composee et dediee ason Atesse M~ la Princesse Zajqczek (as supplement
to the Journal Musical et Dramatique) April 25).5 Here the national
anthem's opening phrase forms the subject. Much in evidence throughout
the Fugue is the subject's three-note cadential motive, consisting of a
descending second with repetition of the final pitch (Example 1). In the
D~browski Mazurka, this motive is obsessively used both to mark ca
dences and (as notes 10-11-12 and 13-14-15 of the incipit above demon
strate) within phrases - and simple two-note descending seconds are
ample as well (notes 7-8 and 9-10 above). Kurpmski introduces more~
over, quite predictably, motives derived from the opening of the' subject
(Example 1).
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Example 1. - Kurpmski, Fugue et coda, measures 103-112.
5 Cracow, Biblioteka Jagiellonska, call number 378 III Mus. Text and reference
numbers were added to the melody by the present writer. Symbols of Polish solidarity,
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It is just such a motive in fact that Chopin places near the beginning
of the trio of one of his last and most rarefied works, the Polonaise
!antaisie, Ope 61 (Example 2). Chopin's references to ]eszcze Polska,
//

•

'!w.

•

'!w. •

Example 2. - Chopin, Polonaise fantaisie, Gp. 61 (Leipzig, Breitkopf & Hartel,
[1846]), measures 147-162.

openly displayed in musical compositions, were naturally ill-tolerated in Russian Poland.
One is hardly surprised that the publication of Kurpmski's Fugue may actually have
miscarried (according to particulars - alas undocumented - graciously provided me by
Dioniza Wawrzykowska-Wierciochowa, letter of February 15, 1988). Too, one wonders
whether Kurpinski's earlier Polonaise « W itaj kr6lu [Welcome) 0 King] » for chorus and

.
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in the soprano at measures 157-161 and 173-176, though palpable
enough, have curiously escaped notice.6 These quotations of the anthem's
incipit are, moreover, preceded by veiled anticipatory references (Ex
ample 2, measures 148-152).7 At the end of the trio too, Chopin rumi
nates, appropriately, upon motives associated with the words «Kiedy
my zyjemy [So long as we live] » from the close of the anthem's first
phrase, the passage dissolving in a long pedalled compound trill, un
dulating in rhythm and ethereal (Example 3, measures 194-2141). The

orchestra, composed for the visit to Poland, in 1815, of Czar Alexander I, is similarly
if more subtly antagonistic, for the cadential formula of ]eszcze Polska nie zgin~a lies
embedded in the melody. For example measures 17-19:
13

14

15 16

17 etc.

I~~ I ~ P E"P ~ F"
~i - raj Kr6 - iu

pol - ski~j zie

-

~ I~II~_

mi

oj - cze

This, it will be remembered, is the piece thought to have inspired Chopin's Polonaise
in C Minor, Op. 40, No.2.
6 There is a single reference to ]eszcze Polska in Chopin's correspondence, that is,
in a letter from Paris to Tytus Woychiechowski, dated December 25, 1831: «But nothing
tickled me so much as a poster in one of the smaller theaters that during the intermission
they would play la mazurka Dobruski «ieszore polska mirgineta". I swear I'ro not
joking - I have witnesses who were just as surprised that the French are such idiots! »
(Korespondenc;a Fryderyka Chopina, ed. B. E. Sydow et al., Warsaw, Panstwowy
Instytut Wydawniczy 1955, vol. I, p. 209, no. 94). We have it on reliable authority, too,
that Chopin, rallying the Polish cause in Dresden in 1835, performed variations on ]eszcze
Polska nie zgin~la (see Appendix I to this study containing a passage from the diary
of J6zef Krasinski, translated from A. SIMONOWNA, Zycie muzyczne w swietle « Pami~t
nika» ] 6zefa hr. Krasbhkiego. [Musical Life in Light of the « Diary)} of Count ] ozef
Krasinski.], «Polski Rocznik Muzykologiczny», I, 1935, p. 105). It is not improbable
that the master offered this particular divertissement with some frequency to his coun
trymen.
Finally it might be useful to recount, at this point, the program implicit in the
Polonaise fantaisie, and for this we tum to Olin Downes, who heard «in the eagle
cry and the sweeping arpeggios of the introduction the voice of the bard who smites
the lyre to sing of heroes and imperishable deeds. Then come the premonitory measures
which lead to the announcement of the polonaise idea and the exile's song carried
forward upon its rhythm. What is the analyst to say of other themes which appear and
pursue each other and vanish again like phantasms, sleep chasings which can neither be
captured nor dispersed by the troubled dreamer? Then comes the prayer before the battle,
the last communion; and there is little that is simpler or more unearthly in all romantic
music than the echo, the summons of the opening, sounding from afar - the cry, re
peated - and the music of preparation and suspense, till the Polonaise theme rises again
from its ghostly past, frantically to fling forth its challenge, finally to subside, to the muf
fled rolling of drums» (Jacket Notes, Horowitz in Recital, RCA Victor, LM-1957, [1957]).
« In the last pages of this epic », wrote A. HEDLEY, Chopin, rev. ed., London, J. M. Dent
and Sons Ltd. 1963, p. 164, «Chopin bids farewell to his country's heroic past. The
cavalcade which he has conjured up seems to vanish across the plain, leaving him alone,
until a final loud chord breaks the spell».
7 Example 2 illustrates that the opening of the trio is related in its gestures to
some of the master's most lugubrious compositions. One finds the bell-like accompani
mental figuration (measures 153 ff., middle voice) employed before in, for example, the
A-Minor Prelude and in the Marche funebre of the B-Flat Minor Sonata. As in these
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Example 3. - Chopin, Polonaise jantaisie, Op. 61, measures 194-214.
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close of the Polonaise fantaisie mirrors the trio. At first the composer
triumphantly recalls his earlier references to the incipit of Jeszcze Polska
- at first directly (measures 259-261 and 261-263), then in inversion
(measures 263-264 and 267-268). He concludes, as before, with musings
upon the anthem's cadential material: immediately before the- final
chords an impressive concentration of elemental descending seconds
again takes place (Example 4,8 measures 282-286). The inversions of
the anthem's incipit (heard in measures 263-264 and 267-268)0 may
well be a pun, as they are virtually identical to the opening (and third)

I
\:I
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•

Example 4. - Chopin, Polonaise fantaisie, Ope 61, measures 282-288.
pieces, it is also possible to find allusions to the four-note incipit of the Dies irae
(measures 166-168):

------

.

'-/f·--------f
~.

The composer's death symbolism is discussed in F. GAJEWSKI, Unriddling Chopin's
«Sphinx », «Studi musicali », XV, 1986, pp. [299]-310. Later in the trio Chopin would
appear to draw upon still another borrowed source: the theme commencing in G-sharp
minor opens, perhaps (measures 182-183),

. t]3¥

~~U If,

.
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I

p

with a nostalgic reminiscence of the opening measure of Prince Michal Kleofas OgiDski's
(1765-1833) celebrated polonaise Les Adieux a la patrie:

~i

r

p

·~IU!J. ~ I

8 Some liberties have been taken with Chopin's notation in order to clarify the
voice leading in measures 282-286.
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phrase of the national hymn, Boie) cos
Surrounded Poland] (Example 5).9

Polsk~

[0 God) Who Hath

1

~4!;-t~
~Iz

~

/

~ ~

Bo - ie,

cos

r r

Pol -

sk~

Example 5. - A) Chopin, Polonaise fantaisie, Ope 61, measures 263-264; B) Kur
pinski (?), Boie, cos Polsk~, measures 1-2.

But the trio and the concluding measures, with their patent quota
tions, are not the only parts of the Polonaise fantaisie to borrow from
]eszcze Polska nie zgin~la. At the very outset, Chopin's rhetorical ejacu
lation can be related to ]eszcze Polska's cadential formula (see the
recapitulation of this idea, measure 214, and its preparation, in Ex
ample 3), and thereafter the motives of the anthem's opening phrase
insinuate themselves time and time again. In short, the Polonaise fan
taisie is a paraphrase - indeed a tour de force of paraphrase technique.
A few excerpts will illustrate further with what assurance the composer
ma~ipulates his source (Example 6). 10
In the main, Chopin elects to weave threads from the D~
browski Mazurka rather than utilize the anthem in straightforward
fashion. One wonders why. It has been intimated above that Pol
ish writers and musicians were historically constrain'ed to veil pa
triotic material. Chopin, despite physical absence from Polish soil, ad
dressed himself in his works nonetheless in a special way to his 'Polish
audience. He would likely have adopted the muted patriotic expression
so long part of the artistic tradition of his homeland. The oblique refer
ences to ]eszcze Polska in the Polonaise fantaisie would, in any case,
have come quite naturally to a composer of his sensibility.
A letter from Chopin to his family in Warsaw refers to « the Sonata
with violoncello, the Barcarolle, an·d something else I do not know
9 References to the fourth (and seventh) phrase of Boie) cos Polsk~ - perhaps in
tentional, perhaps not - appear, analogously placed, in the trio in the soprano at measures
169-171 and 171-173. An entry on this hymn by Janina Str~ciwilk may be found in
the Encyklopedia katolicka, 1976 ed. (s.v. Boie) cos Polsk~). See as well D. WAWRZY
KOWSKA-WIERCIOCHOWA, '0 melodiach piesni (Boie cos Polsk~) [On the Melodies 0/
the Sont (Boie cos Polsk~ )], «Muzyka », XXXI, No.3, 1986, pp. 57-81.
10 The free canonic writing in pseudo four-part texture at measures 24-31 is an
expression of Chopin's late taste for counterpoint, his contrapuntal thinking here exhibiting
a particular complexity and concentration.
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Example 6. -A) Chopin, Polonaise fantaisie, Op. 61, measures 24-32; B) Chopin,
Polonaise fantaisie, Op. 61, measures 122-126.

what I shall name »,11 this last doubtless the Polonaise fantaisie. Simi
larly, from the master's sketches it is clear that the origin,a! title,
11 Korespondencja Fryderyka Chopina z rodzin(/, ed. K. Kobylanska, Warsaw,
Pafistwowy Instytut Wydawniczy 1972, p. 151, no. 89.
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« polonaise », had been rejected.12 What is one to make of Chopin's

qualms? Was the work's saturation in a pre-existent model responsible,
at least in part, for his indecision? His ultimate addition of an attribu
tive noun « fantaisie » to the title would have satisfied any need Chopin
may have felt to account for the paraphrase technique. 13
And we may ask, finally, whether the relationship seen between
Chopin's Polonaise fantaisie and the Dflbrowski Mazurka throws perhaps
some little light upon the motivic content of the master's other com
positions, his polonaises particularly,t4 contributing thereby to our under
standing of his contenance polonaise. Having tempted the reader with
this possibility, we leave him now to consider it (see Appendix II).

12 See F. GAJEWSKI, ed., The Work Sheets to Chopin's Violoncello Sonata: A Facsi
mile (<< Music in Facsimile» Vol. 3), New York, Garland Publishing, Inc. 1988, p. xv.
13 The Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXtl siecle (1865-1890), S.v. Fantaisie, char
acterized the contemporary genre (VIII, 91) as «la paraphrase d'un air connu, d'un mo
tif en vogue, d'un refrain qui court les rues, que ron arrange et varie de toutes Ies ma
meres ». Chopin in this case may have wished to signal as well deviation from the formal
and other conventions of the polonaise - the same consideration which might have
prompted him to call his earlier Polonaise in F-Sharp Minor, Ope 44, « a sort of polonaise,
but more a fantasy» (Korespondencja, ed. Sydow, cit., vol. II, p. 32, no. 335).
14 Some provocative possibilities are shown as an appendix to this essay. Though
the motives of ]eszcze Polka nie zgin~a are especially evident in Chopin's polonaises,
the national anthem is implicated elsewhere as well. Consider for example the melody
at measures 38-42, in the opening Maestoso of the Concerto, Ope 21,
7
(fl. I]
13
1~ 17
lob. I]

1

~10
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and measures 10-12 of the Quatrieme ballade, Ope 52.
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ApPENDIX

I

Extract from J6zef Krasinski's «Pami~tnik czyli wspomnienia i znaczniejsze
wypadki zycia mojego, zaczynaj~ce si~ od urodzenia m[oj]ego [w] 1783 roku,
a pisane i zhierane w r. 1838 [Diary or Reminiscences and More Important
Events of My Life, Beginning from My Birth in 1783, and Written and
Collected in 1838] » (no longer extant, formerly Warsaw, Bihlioteka Ordynacji
Krasinskich, MS. 5805), year 1835 (translated from Alicja Simon6wna,
Zycie muzyczne w swietle (( Pami~tnika)) lozeta hr. Krasi1tskiego.~ «Polski
Rocznik Muzykologiczny », I [1935],105. The footnotes are from the diary.)

« From Paris arrived the famous Musician and Composer, our Coun
tryman Choppill,l whom I knew still as a child ill Warsaw.2 He was
even b'etter acquainted with the sons of Wincenty Wodzynski, who
resided at that time in Wars'aw, because they were with him at his
Father's at the pension - and he stayed with them. He did not give a
concert in Dresden, but at a soiree in their home he played us his com
positions, improvised and made variations 3; I will not praise him,
because his reputation extends to all of Europe, he ravished us the
entire evening - and for that the next morning I was called to the
Russian Embassy 4 and interrogated « How could I be in a house where
Patriotic revolutionary (sic!) songs were sung? " I replied « that they
were not revolutionary at all but old, that they were not at all sung,
rather Choppin played variations on the theme of an old Mazurka. That
I didn't know what he would play, that finally, how could I order a
musician what and how he has to improvise at somebody else's house ".
- I will never forget Richter's response: « If you wish to be a faithful
subject of the Monarch and not appear to be sojourning in a foreign
Jand like a rebel, then you should have thrown out of the house a dema
gogue like Choppin!!! or at least have compelled him to silence and
left that house, and so [in view of what happened] we will not be
able to extend you permission to remain here any longer" ».5.
Son of a Frenchman, a teacher who later maintained a p~nsion in Warsaw.
When in 1819 he played the Aeolomelodicon during an Oratorio in a Lutheran
church.
3 And in the course of all this he played " Jeszcze Polska nie zgin~a " or the O,browski
Mazurka (sic!) and from it [drew] the most agreeable variations of his own composition.
4 SchrOder, an Envoy, a ,courteous but cold man, and his despicable secretary Richter,
son of the general known in Warsaw - a great enemy of Poles - ungrateful to us for
so many proofs of friendship which we gave his Parents at the time of the Revolution.
S Indeed when my passport was expiring the Embassy deQied me [the right] to
ask for an extension through them - it did worse to the Wodzinskis, in whose house
Choppin played, for although their passport[s] hadn't yet expired, they were told to
leave Dresden.
1

2

/
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INTIMATIONS OF THE DABROWSKI MAZURKA IN CHOPIN'S POLONAISES
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

In 1982 I presented in Vol. XI, No.1, of this journal a study,
« New 'Chopiniana from the Papers of Carl Filtsch », documenting an
unique instance of Chopin's activity as a teacher of composition. Since
this time it has been my good fortune to become acquainted with
Mrs. Burton Crofut of Tuxedo Park, New York, great-grandniece of
Carl FUtsch, Chopin's prodigious student. Mrs. Crofut has very gra
ciously placed at my disposal an original unpublished typescript con
taining the memoirs of her grandmother, Irene Andrews, daughter of
Joseph FUtsch, Carl's brother and travelling companion.
I encountered in this document a tantalizing detail, one relevant to
my earlier study: «( Charles [Carl] has been composing an Impromptu
and a Scherzo for Chopin; he composes at his table without Piano' ».
This sentence was evidently pulled by Mrs. Andrews from a letter of
Joseph Filtsch (the original of which seems not to be among the epis
tolary remains of the brothers Filtsch which. are now in the collection
of Francis Loring, of Aveton Gifford, England) - or 'perhaps from his
memoirs (present whereabouts unknown). From Mrs. Andrews' context,
one gathers that Filtsch was working on the impromptu and scherzo
while he was at Baden-Baden, in fall, 1843, that is, during his first
concert tour of Europe.
Thus Chopin's tutelage of Carl Filtsch in composition was apparently
to continue even after Filtsch's departure from Paris in the spring of
'1843. Because of the Wunderkind's untitnely death in Venice in 1845,
one may wonder whether the impromptu and scherzo, mentioned by
Mrs. Andrews, were ever sent to Chopin and corrected by him.
The « Impromptu» cited by Mrs. Andrews is not identifiable. But
the «Scherzo» may well be identical to an Impromptu (sic) in B-Flat
Minor, published in Vienna by C. A. Spina among Filtsch's Oeuvres
posthumes pour piano. As with the other posthumous Impromptu by
Filtsch, discussed by me in «New Chopiniana », the B-Flat Minor
Impromptu parodies a Chopin model, a scherzo, Ope 31, in the same
key. From the outset Filtsch takes his cues from ·Chopin. The hands,
allJottava, piano at first, trace an arabesque from the tonic note to the
dominant. There is a rest. Then an antithesis in a higher register (com
pare Chopin, measures 1-9).
FERDINAND GAJEWSKI

Westfield, New Jersey
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